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The construction of new urban areas has become one of the important ways for

urban regeneration throughout the process of polycentric urban development.

New urban area construction following transit-oriented development (TOD)

conception advocates development around the public transportation stations.

To gain more benefits around the stations, it is necessary to conduct an ex-ante

evaluation of TOD projects in the new urban area. The Node-place (NP) model

is a commonly used method for TOD evaluation and classification, which

essentially designs an analytical framework for assessing station areas in

both transport (node) and land use (place) aspects. The objective of our

study is twofold. First, based on the original NP model, we propose the

node-place-system support (NPS) model by introducing a novel evaluation

dimension—system support—which quantitatively describes the relationship

between local stations and the overall urban system. Second, taking advantage

of multi-sourced data and Geographical Information System (GIS) techniques,

we employ the proposed NPSmodel to evaluate and classify the metro stations

in the Tianfu New Area of Chengdu, China. The results show that most stations

present a balanced relationship between transport and land use performances.

However, for a fraction of these balanced stations, we observe a mismatch

between the system support andNP performances. Accordingly, we identify the

system-mismatched stations and provide targeted improvement strategies for

urban design.
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Introduction

In recent years, there has been rapid urbanization worldwide.

Cities will become the main carriers of human living, resulting in

both benefits and problems. Sustainable urbanization has become an

important aspect of promoting sustainable development (Shen et al.,

2012; Wang et al., 2019). To improve urban capacity and upgrade

infrastructure structure, urban expansion has become a distinctive

characteristic of urban development and regeneration (Leichenko

and Solecki, 2005;Wang et al., 2012). The urbanization rate of China

reached 63.9% in 2020 (Ma and Gao, 2021). A large number of new

urban areas (including 19 state-level new areas so far) have been

approved and built to respond to population growth and industrial

expansion. In this situation, transport-oriented development (TOD)

has been adopted as a commonly followed urban planning strategy

for connecting thewhole city (Ibraeva et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2022a).

TOD has become well known by urban planners after being

introduced by Calthorpe in his book “The Next American

Metropolis” (Calthorpe, 1993). It advocates group development,

which plans a pattern of dense, diverse, pedestrian-friendly land uses

near public transportation stations that, under the right conditions,

translate into higher patronage (Bertolini, 1998). It also plays an

important role in reducing traffic pollution, alleviating congestion,

and improving commuting efficiency, as well as providing

opportunities for urban regeneration. The relevant literature

shows that TOD seems to be seen above all as a strategy to help

channel mega-city growth in mass rapid transit corridors in Asian

countries especially (Yang and Lew, 2009).

At present, various researchers have attempted to establish

comparable TOD typologies for better strategic planning,

investment guidance, and station quantification (Zemp et al.,

2011; Papagiannakis et al., 2021; Qiang et al., 2022). One of the

widely used theories of TOD typology is the node-place model (NP

model) proposed by Bertolini (1996; 1999). It is a conceptual

framework that contains both the transport (node) supply and

land use (place) characteristics of the station area simultaneously.

Its basic idea is that improving the transport provision of a location,

by improving accessibility, creates favorable conditions for the

further development of land. In turn, the development of a

location, because of a growing demand for transport, creates

conditions favorable to the further development of the transport

system (Yang et al., 2020a; Yang et al., 2020b). Hence the potential

relationship between the node and place is of great significance to

the development planning and policy formulation of TOD areas.

The NP model, as a quantitative method, is widely used to evaluate

the coordination between transportation and land use.

In the current planning of the TOD area, despite the benefits

of the NP model (or the extended NP model) for evaluating the

built environment, pre-evaluating and correcting in advance is a

more effective preventive measure against unreasonable urban

planning. However, the current methods are not completely

suitable for pre-evaluation because: on the one hand, the new

areas lack some precise measurements from the built

environment because it has not been fully built or in use. On

the other hand, the benefit of the station area in the new area is

affected by the urban structure salience and the policy priorities

because the new and old areas still belong to an organic and

holistic system in the process of urban renewal. In other words,

the TOD concept should not only remain in station catchment

areas at a local scale but extends to a broader geographical level

(Zhang et al., 2019).

To address the above research gaps, we extended the

traditional NP model to an NPS model by introducing a

novel evaluation dimension named system support that is

used to quantitatively describe the significance of a station in

the entire city and set up a set of predictable indicators. The NPS

model put forward a kind of pre-evaluation method which is

suitable for new urban areas or urban planning schemes. Then we

applied it to the new metro stations in the Tianfu New Area of

Chengdu. The three-pronged approach combined local and

system levels, which help us better identify the specific

categories in advance and provide guidance for Chengdu’s

subsequent urban planning policy and design work. It should

be added that the reason why Chengdu city is chosen as the TOD

empirical case is that Chengdu’s urban area has expanded rapidly

in recent years. The metro-dominated public transportation is

widely used as a means to activate the expanded areas. Chengdu

ranks third in the length of metro lines, only after Beijing and

Shanghai (Han et al., 2022). And the government has issued

policies to clarify the development concept of comprehensive

land development around the metro station (TOD) in the city. In

addition, some evidence shows that second-class and third-class

cities probably have greater potential to achieve large urban form

impacts from TOD strategies than the first-class cities in China

nowadays (Xu et al., 2017). Chengdu, as a typical second-class

city, is a suitable sample for TOD studying in recent years, which

can provide a good model for similar cities.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the second

section reviews the node-place model and its extensions in

existing research and introduces the extended node-place

model combined with system structure indicators. The third

and fourth sections present the study areas, data sources, index

calculations, and classification methods. The NPS model is then

applied to new metro stations in Tianfu New Area, Chengdu, to

evaluate its node and place performance and degree of system

support, classify the station areas, summarize problems in

different categories, and give corresponding improvement

suggestions. Last, we summarized the research in the fifth section.

Literature review

The node-place model

Bertolini (1996; 1999) defined the NP model as a regional

organization model based on the interaction between
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transportation and land use oriented under public

transportation. The TOD catchment area is set as both a node

of the transport network and a place in the city in a frame-like

concept provided by the NP model, which allows it to stimulate

the intensity and diversity of land development by improving

regional transportation support and vice versa (Bertolini, 2008).

The value of node dimension and place dimension are

decomposed into indexes that express node and place

performances, respectively, in the model, and different

variables are then combined through multi-criteria analysis.

The node and place indexes are expressed on the Y- and

X-axis of a two-dimensional graph, respectively, and the site

of points in the coordinates express the synergy between node

and place. Five typical categories can be identified. In Figure 1,

the points along the intermediate line mean that the

performances of transportation and land use are equal to each

other. We, therefore, define points on the line or floating in a

small range up and down as “balance”. The upper part of the

balanced area is “stress”, indicating that both node and place

values have reached the upper limit, where competition between

transportation and land use is fierce. Contrary to the stress is

“dependence”, which is the area located in the lower part of the

balanced area. Its transportation supply and degree of land use

are low, and here space competition is also small. In addition, two

types of unbalanced categories can also be identified, the first is

“unbalanced node”, in which traffic performance is much higher

than that of land utilization, and the second is “unbalanced

place”, which has the opposite situation. In the long term, most

unbalanced stations tend to approach the balanced state (Reusser

et al., 2008).

The application of the node-place model to a specific case

study has two main advantages. First, it allows us to classify the

overall transport and land use equilibrium of a region based on

the interpretation of the mean value of the node and place

indexes of all station areas, therefore allowing us to compare

different stations to each other. Second, it allows us to identify

categories of stations, either the original five categories or even

other categories based on the land use and transport features of

the station areas (Vale, 2015). With the introduction of urban

design indicators, the NP model has been widely used in the field

of urban planning. For example, Vale et al. (2018) extended the

NP model to include a design index, reflecting the urban design

conditions that influence pedestrian accessibility of station areas,

and Lyu et al. (2016) used indicators about urban design details

such as intersection density and average block size and added

them into a new evaluation dimension named “oriented”.

Expansion of the NP model from an urban
perspective.

In the traditional NPmodel, the exploration of an index itself

or new dimension has always been focused on local areas, with

little attention paid to development driving force distribution

brought by the whole urban system structure. There is an obvious

synergy between urban form and metro network planning

(Wang et al., 2008). Therefore, by analyzing the structure of

subway line networks, stations can be examined from a broader

urban perspective. Network centrality is a modeling method

based on network graphics and has been used widely to

model pairwise relations between objects in the systems. In

this approach, measures are applied to estimate the

importance or contribution amount of each component in a

system (Zadeh and Rajabi, 2013). Zhong et al. (2014) applied the

method of network analysis to spatial analysis to find the spatial

structure of an urban hub, center, and boundary through people’s

activity network and found that the urban development pattern

was consistent with the results of network centrality analysis.

Freke et al. (2018) added the network centrality index as an

indicator to measure the node value of Brussels railway stations

using the NP model, and Cao et al. (2020) constructed a node-

place-ridership model in which node indicators included

accessibility opportunities and network centrality.

The first in-depth interpretation of the role of network

centrality and its independent evaluation dimension was

conducted by Zhang et al. (2019), who emphasized the

addition of criteria of different scales in evaluation. From the

perspective of entire cities, strategic network (criticality)

component indicators were used to measure the relationship

between urban network structure and node, place, and design

performance. Thus, the authors were able to estimate whether an

area was in line with expectations of its future development

direction. In addition, Kim and Shin (2021) also proposed two

FIGURE 1
The node-place model by Bertolini (1999).
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decision-making perspectives, local performance, and network

performance, and the corresponding evaluation methods for

these are the NP model and network centrality evaluation.

Dou et al. (2021) introduced a travel network as the index for

the third dimension, compared the research results of the NP

model and NP-Network (NPN) model, and demonstrated the

effectiveness of the NPN model. Many empirical studies show

that complex network theory can be used to measure the

structure support strength for each point in a network and

capture location advantages.(Roth et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2014).

Method and data

In this section, we first introduced the research scope and

data sources, then we introduced the extended NPS model in

detail, including indicators selection, data processing, and

classification. Taking Shanghai as an empirical case, Our

research process has been depicted in Figure 2.

Study scope and data sources

We chose the Tianfu New Area of Chengdu as the research

object, which is a state-level new area established in 2014. It is

located in the south of the main urban area of Chengdu and has

13 municipal metro lines planned in the long term. We

conducted a study of the 38 metro stations currently built or

under construction (whose schemes have been decided),

involving 6 subway lines. The walking radius of this TOD

comprehensive development zone is 400–800 m generally,

which corresponds to a 5–10-min walk (Calthorpe, 1993). To

continue, we first need to explore the most suitable scope for this

study due to the presence of the modifiable areal unit problem

(MAUP) (Dark and Bram, 2007). We calculated the straight-line

distance between the nearest entrances of each station, and the

average distance was about 524 m. Therefore, it is reasonable to

adopt 500 m as the radius of the catchment area for this study.

The data we used in this study are from OpenStreetMap, the

Regulatory Planning of Tianfu New Area, Chengdu Urban

Planning Management Technical Regulations, and Chengdu

Urban Rail Transit Planning of Chengdu.

Node-place-system support model

The traditional NPmodel can be used to predict the degree of

coordination between transport and land use in the local scope.

But for the new area, we need to assess not only the relationship

of NP performance but also whether the NP values in the ideal

planning conditions can be realized as expected.

In other words, the support of the urban system gives largely

determines the innate conditions for the development of each

area. Therefore, we extended the NP model to an NPS model by

introducing a novel dimension of system support (Figure 3) to

further test the NP results’ compatibility with the urban overall

planning under the conditions of the metro network and policy.

Different from node and place indicators, system support is

calculated based on the overall planning of an entire city

rather than the scope of the catchment area.

Indicator selection and calculation
methods

There have been many detailed indicators to define NP

performances in previous research. Improving the quantity

and coverage of indicators can help to evaluate the catchment

area more comprehensively. However, the new areas lack some

precise measurements from the built environment, such as the

transfer bus of the transport system, and the POI of land use,

because it has not been fully built or in use (Yang et al., 2021;

Yang et al., 2022b). Therefore, after selecting indicators based on

references and expert opinions, availability should also be

considered for screening indicators. For measuring the

maximum potential value of the catchment area, the

FIGURE 2
Research process.
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indicators are calculated by the maximum value within the range

of the planning conditions.

We screened a total of 11 indicators to form a comprehensive

evaluation set of node, place, and system support. We define the

node value as composed of two parts: the capacity of transfer and

the construction of the station design. Place value is composed of

three parts: density of construction, degree of functional mixing,

and population size. Since the population in the new area is not

reliably measurable, we use the maximum permanent population

capacity to represent the potential of carrying population size.

The indicators for system support are divided into two parts:

network centrality and core plot of land. Based on network

analysis, we convert the entire planning metro lines of

Chengdu into a network graph, G = (V, E), in which the

vertex set V represents stations and the edge set E represents

the connections between stations. The importance of each point

(metro station) in the city is quantified by using the analysis

method of network centrality. For our purposes, we selected

FIGURE 3
Illustrations of the node-place-system support model. (A) overall structure (B) model illustration.

TABLE 1 Indicators of the node, place, and system support dimensions.

Dimension Indicator Description References

Node Transfer Road network
accessibility

N1 = maximum road accessibility potential within 500 m Monajem and Nosratian, (2015)

Directions served by
metro

N2 = number of subway service directions of subway
stations

(Bertolini, 1999; Chorus and Bertolini, 2011; Song
and Deguchi, 2013)

Station design Station entrances N3 = number of station entrances Monajem and Nosratian, (2015)

Station capacity N4 = area of the station building

Place Intensity — P1 = Average plot ratio within 500 m Cervero and Murakami, (2009)

Land use mix — P2 = Mixing entropy of land use within 500 m (Kamruzzaman et al., 2014; Singh et al., 2014)

Population Residential capacity P3 = Area of the resident within 500 m —

Commercial capacity P4 = Area of commerce building within 500 m —

System support Centricity Betweenness S1 = Number of shortest paths through the node in the
vision subway plan

(Zhang et al., 2019; Cao et al., 2020; Dou et al.,
2021; Kim and Shin, 2021)

Coseness S2 = Reciprocal of the average distance from the site to
others in the vision subway plan

Cao et al. (2020)

Core plot of
land

— S3 = Percentage of core land parcel area in the total
catchment area

—
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closeness and betweenness indicators of centrality. Another

indicator of system support is the core plot of land, which is

the pre-positioning of land level in urban planning. The core plot

of land implies the probability of having beneficial development

policies and commercial resources, which means a higher

development ceiling. Table 1 is a complete description of the

NPS model indicators.

Road network accessibility (N1): Road network accessibility

reflects the connectivity and flexibility of road design in the

region (Jin et al., 2022). sDNA (Chiaradia et al., 2014; Cooper et

al., 2018) under the GIS platform we use can more objectively

and accurately calculate the potential of people’s through-

movement within the catchment area.

Directions served by metro (N2): Directions served by metro

are an indicator to measure the capability of subway transfers,

and more directions mean the higher the support of the subway.

Following Chengdu Vision Subway Planning, we count the

number of subway service directions that are provided in each

station plan.

Station entrances (N3): The entrances of subway stations are

used to reflect the rationality of absorbing people from different

directions and streets. We count the number of entrances

according to the subway station design scheme, including

both current entrances and reserved entrances.

Station capacity (N4): The station area reflects the capacity

limit of the station for commuters, especially the coping ability

and degree of comfort during peak passenger flow. The station

area is counted according to the subway station design scheme,

including both the current and reserved area.

Intensity (P1): Development intensity reflects the economic

benefits that the land can produce to a certain extent. The upper

limit of the plot ratio is given according to the construction land

within the catchment area, and the maximum value of its average

plot ratio is also calculated for intensity.

Land use mix (P2): The degree of functional mixing reflects

the richness of land use. We divided land use into 6 categories

according to Chengdu Urban Planning Management Technical

Regulations (34). Calculating the functional mixing degree of

catchment area by the information entropy in Eq. 1:

H(x) � −∑
n

i�1
PilogPi (1)

where σkt(i) is the number of shortest paths through i between

any two stations k and t, and σkt is the total number of paths

between k and t.

Betweenness (S1): Betweenness reflects the transit capacity

of stations, which can better identify the most critical stations

compared to other centrality algorithms. The stronger the

intermediary centrality of the station, the more routes passing

through the shortest path of the point, and the more obvious the

hub role of the road node in the whole road network. We

calculate the betweenness index in Eq. (2):

Cbetweeness(i) � ∑
kt

σkt(i)
σkt

(2)

where σkt(i) is the number of shortest paths through i between

any two stations k and t, and σkt is the total number of paths

between k and t.

Closeness (S2): Closeness centrality reflects a node’s

proximity and reachability within the network. By definition,

a node that is closer to the geographic center has a higher index of

closeness. However, in reality, geographical location is not the

only influencing factor due to the multi-directional connections

or cross-station running. Therefore, this index is of great

significance to our model. We calculate the closeness index in

Eq. 3:

Ccloseness(k) � 1
∑n

t�1dkt(k ≠ t) (3)

where dkt represents the shortest transfer distance between site k

and site t.

Core land (S3): We calculate the proportion of core land in

the catchment area according to the Urban Form Zoning Map

(34) published by the planning management department.

Information entropy weighting

We use the information entropy weighting method

(Shannon, 1997) to combine three dimensions indicators. This

method overcomes the subjectivity of artificial weighting and has

a strong adaptive ability (Xing and Yang, 2022). Taking the node

value as an example, the calculation steps are as follows:

Step 1. Constructing the decision matrix in Eq. 4. X consists

of m stations and n indicators of node value, and Xpq is the value

of indicator q at station p:

X � {Xpq}m × n (4)

Step 2. All indicators are positive indicators, so normalizing

the decision matrix among m stations in Eq. 5:

X′
pq � (Xpq −min {Xq})/(max {Xq} −min {Xq}) + 0.00001

(5)
Step 3. Calculating the proportion R’pq of station p for

indicator q in Eq. 6

R′
pq � X′

pq/∑
m

p�1
Xpq

′ (6)

Step 4. Calculating the entropy value eq of indicator q in Eq. 7:

eq � 1
−lnm × ∑m

p�1R
′
pq · ln(R′

pq)(If R′ � 0, lnR′
pq � 0) (7)

Step 5. Calculating the imbalance coefficient gq of indicator q.

Since most eq of indicator q in this study is very close to 1, We
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refer to the method of Cao et al. (2020), which uses the inverse of

eq to calculate gq in Eq. 8 for enhancing the evenness.

gq � 1
eq

(8)

Step 6. Calculating the weight Wq of indicator q in Eq. 9:

Wq � gq/∑
n

q�1
gq (9)

Step 7. Calculating the composite node value index Np for

station p in Eq. 10

N′
p � ∑n

q�1Wq × Xpq
′ (10)

Step 8. Normalizing station p’s node value index between

0 and 1 among m stations in Eq. 11, wherein N is the array of

node value index of m stations:

N′
p � (Np −min {N})/(max {N} −min {N}) (11)

FIGURE 4
Method of classification (A) Coordinate system combination of three dimensions (B) position in the coordinate system.

TABLE 2 Position and corresponding category in the NPS model.

Classify by the NP model

Coordinates Place-node Type The specific category

Area 1,2,3 Balance (B) Balance, Press, Dependence

4,5 Unbalance (UB) UB-Node, UB-Place

Classify by the Extend NPS Model

Coordinates Node-System Place-System Type

Area 1,2,3 1,2,3 NP

4 1,2,3 N-

5 1,2,3 N+

1,2,3 4 P-

1,2,3 5 P+

4 4 N-P-

5 5 N + P+
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Likewise, place and system support value indexes are

calculated in the same steps.

Classification

Figure 4 and Table 2 show that the NPS model provides two

levels of classification paths. By observing the position of a

calculated point in the three-dimensional coordinate system,

we can estimate whether the node and place performances are

balanced relative to each other (NP model) and then whether the

corresponding system support can be matched (NPS model). In

the node-place coordinate system, the stations are divided into

the balanced (type B) type and the unbalanced (type UB) type as

introduced in The Node-Place Model Section. The two categories

can be further subdivided into 5 categories: balance, balanced

stress, balanced dependence, unbalanced node, and unbalanced

place.

By comparing the system support index with node and place

indexes in node-system (N-S) and place-system (P-S) coordinate

systems (Figure 4), seven categories can be identified (Table 2).

When the node and place indexes are both close to the system

support index, it means that the potential performances of transport

and land use of the planning are matched with the orientation in the

entire city, and the urban system is sufficient to support the expected

development (type NP). When the node index is significantly lower

than the system support index, it indicates that the transport

development is lower than expected (type N-). Otherwise, it

indicates that the transport development is higher than expected

(type N+). The comparison between the place and system support

indexes shows another two similar categories (type P- and type P+).

When both node and place indexes are significantly higher than the

system support index, it means that the city system cannot support

the current plan of transportation and land use (typeN+P+).When

both node and place indexes are much lower than the system

support index (type N-P-), it indicates that the plan cannot meet the

motive force of development provided by the system. Although

theoretically there should also be cases of type N + P- or type N-P+,

the reality is that the construction of TOD is based on the

simultaneous consideration of transport and land use, and there

is a certain positive correlation between the two. We, therefore, do

not discuss these two extreme cases.

Results and discussion

Variables

Using Pearson’s correlation coefficient (Table 3), we found

that the correlations of most indexes are not high, which

speaks to the independence of our chosen indicators.

However, a fraction of the results show a high correlation

between some variables because the planning itself is

systematic. For example, there is a significant and positive

correlation between the proportion of core plots of land and

commercial area. This is because more commercial land is

usually planned in each city sub-center to provide more jobs,

and the proportion of core land is also usually improved to

raise the upper limit of various development indicators. We do

not consider these variables that show a significant correlation

to be problematic because they are given different weights in

different dimensions before finally being integrated into a

comprehensive indicator set.

The relative importance of each variable is shown in

Table 4. The weight distribution of each variable in node

and place indicators is relatively homogeneous, which

indicates that their influence is similar. Among the

indicators for system support, the core plot of land is

the most influential one, followed by betweenness and

closeness.

After analyzing the correlation of the quantitative results of

stations (Table 5), we can see there is a significant positive

TABLE 3 Correlation between the indicators.

P1 P2 P3 P4 N1 N2 N3 N4 S1 S2 S3

P1 1 .326* .518** .380* 0.259 0.228 0.210 −0.043 0.146 0.223 .396*

P2 .326* 1 −0.161 .422** 0.082 0.286 0.309 0.266 .340* 0.031 0.207

P3 .518** −0.161 1 −.543** −0.293 −0.053 0.113 −0.284 −0.127 0.198 -0.292

P4 .380* .422** −.543** 1 .522** 0.278 0.249 .330* .328* 0.154 .669**

N1 0.259 0.082 −0.293 .522** 1 0.049 0.039 0.067 0.040 0.116 .523**

N2 0.228 0.286 −0.053 0.278 0.049 1 −0.010 .435** .498** .398* 0.158

N3 0.210 0.309 0.113 0.249 0.039 −0.010 1 0.197 0.083 0.314 0.025

N4 −0.043 0.266 −0.284 .330* 0.067 .435** 0.197 1 .568** 0.311 0.184

C1 0.146 .340* −0.127 .328* 0.040 .498** 0.083 .568** 1 .598** 0.245

C2 0.223 0.031 0.198 0.154 0.116 .398* 0.314 0.311 .598** 1 0.106

C3 .396* 0.207 −0.292 .669** .523** 0.158 0.025 0.184 0.245 0.106 1

Note: **p < 0.05; *p < 0.1.
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correlation between the node, place, and system support indexes.

That is, there is a matching relationship between transport, land

use, and urban system when the quantity of data is significant.

The result is the same as the initial setting of this study, which

also agrees with the effectiveness of the NPS model

quantitatively.

TABLE 4 The weight of each indicator.

Dimension Variables Relative importance Rank

Node Directions served by metro 0.26 1

Road network accessibility 0.25 2

Station capacity 0.25 3

Station entrances 0.24 4

Place Residential capacity 0.26 1

Residential capacity 0.25 2

Land use mix 0.25 3

Intensity 0.24 4

System Support Core plot of land 0.38 1

Betweenness 0.33 2

Closeness 0.28 3

TABLE 5 Correlation between the node, place, and system support
results.

Place Node System support

Place 1 .407* .39 9*

Node .407* 1 .609**

System support .399* .609** 1

Note: **p < 0.05; *p < 0.1.

FIGURE 5
Node, place, and system support indexes of the metro stations.

TABLE 6 Descriptive statistics of the node, place, and system support
indexes.

Index Min Max Mean Std.Deviation

Node 0.0563 0.7923 0.3424 0.1658

Place 0.0750 0.7844 0.4503 0.1667

System support 0.0335 0.7406 0.2121 0.1529
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Figure 5 shows the quantization level of node, place, and

system support values for each station. Haichang Road and

Tianfu Commercial District show a high performance in the

three aspects, so they are more likely to be the sub-centers of

the area. By comparing the system support value with node

and place values, we find that the degree of system support is

generally low (Table 6). Among them, the centrality index is

generally low, which is similar to the character of the station

cluster on the edge of the city in the previous studies (Zhang

et al., 2019; Dou et al., 2021). In addition, the core plot of land

proportion is low because Tianfu New Area was defined as a

park city, with a large number of ecological green spaces and

low-density plots, which restricts the upper limit of land

development.

Metro lines

Metro lines are the driving force for development through the

combination of traffic points and traffic axes to help planners

realize regional development projects (Lu, 1986; Zhu et al., 2021).

Therefore, by comparing the results in different metro lines, we

can observe the development status and degree of equilibrium for

different drive axes, which can assist in setting the departure

frequency and carriage capacity for different lines. For those lines

with high load pressure and system importance, cross-station

parallel subway lines can be added. The stations we evaluated

involve metro Lines 1, 5, 6, 15, 18, and 19. Lines 1, 5, and 8 are

parallel to the main north-south axis of Chengdu. Line 6 connects

Lines 1, 5, and 18 in the east-west direction. Most sections of Line

FIGURE 6
Node, Place, and System Support Indexes for each subway line.

TABLE 7 Descriptive statistics of the node, place, and system support indexes of each metro line.

1 18 5 6

Node Place System Node Place System Node Place System Node Place System

Min 0.0563 0.0750 0.0927 0.4595 0.0952 0.1148 0.0956 0.3051 0.0335 0.1645 0.2508 0.0335

Max 0.6760 0.7021 0.7406 0.6760 0.7844 0.7406 0.4270 0.6250 0.1452 0.7923 0.6990 0.5882

Mean 0.3232 0.3983 0.2393 0.5762 0.4581 0.4578 0.3020 0.4437 0.0901 0.4129 0.5102 0.2428

Std.D 0.1644 0.1902 0.1637 0.0833 0.2918 0.2234 0.1181 0.1061 0.0431 0.1669 0.0977 0.1582
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18 are cross-station crossing lines of Line 1 (built to relieve the

transportation pressure on Line 1). We did not discuss Lines

15 and 19 due to the small number of involved samples.

Figure 6 shows the performance and fluctuation of each line

on node, place, and system support values and their

corresponding geographical locations. Table 7 shows the

overall data description of each line. Lines 1 and 18 show a

balanced state in node and place value, and a matched

relationship with system support. The index of Line

1 fluctuates greatly, reaching a high value at the intersections

with Line 18. The place value of Line 1 shows a general downward

trend with its southward extension, reaching a low value near

Tianfu Park and Xinglong Lake because ecological protection

requires a low-intensity development. Line 18 is similar to that of

Line 1, but its node and place values are significantly higher, and

the mean system index is almost twice as high as that of Line 1.

That’s because the planners have chosen important points in Line

1 to set stations for Line 18, which reduces the pressure of the

flow and promotes the benefit for Line 1. This also further

explains why Line 1 shows a strong fluctuation in the node

FIGURE 7
Scatter plot of node, place, and system support indexes of themetro stations in the NPSmodel. (A)Node-place coordinate (B) System support-
node coordinate (C) System support-place coordinate.
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value. Both Line 5 and 6 show a low value of system support

because they are located on the fringes of Tianfu New Area while

they still have high and mismatched values of node and place,

which means the development of the areas along them may not

be as good as expected.

Typologies and suggestions.

We classified the stations by the position in the NPSmodel in

Figure 7, and Figure 8 shows the results of distribution by the NP

model and NPS model.

As shown in Figure 7A, the relationship between node and place

for most metro stations is in a balanced state. However, Western

China International Expo City Station and Tianfu Railway Station

are unbalanced nodes (typeUB-N). The land development is limited

due to the large buildings within the area, which is one of their

common features. Taking Western China International Expo City

St\\tnation as an example, as seen in Figure 5, its area is positioned as

a sub-center with high system support and node indexes. However,

the building ofWestern China International Expo City with low plot

ratios is the main reason for limiting the place value. Improving the

place index is therefore a logical direction for future development.

The place value can be improved by setting special catchment area

shuttle buses to expand the catchment area of the station artificially,

or by improving the functional richness of the interior of the

building and improving the intensity of the rest of the land.

Lujiao Station and Science City Station are unbalanced places

(type UB-P). Taking Lujiao Station as an example, the

development intensity and degree of mixing of the catchment

area are both high, but the design of the station cannot meet the

requirements, which is manifested by too few entrances and a small

area. The site is located on the urban fringe. Combined with the

system support indicators, we suggest that the development intensity

and degree of land use mix of the station’s area can be appropriately

lowered to reduce costs.

In the above two examples, we suggest adjusting the place

performance in the face of different types of unbalanced states,

but in the traditional NPmodel, two separate correction methods

are usually recommended (adjust node or place performances).

Based on the NPS model, we can propose more specific strategies

to calibrate the relationship between node and place.

We consider cluster 1 (type NP) to be reasonably planned,

balanced in NP performance, and matched with the urban

system. For a typical station such as Tianfu Business District

Station (N = 0.79, p = 0.67, S = 0.59) (Figures 9, 10), the indexes of

node and place indicate that the station is under stress, but the

comparisons with system support show that they are still in

FIGURE 8
Results of metro stations in the NP model and the NPS model.
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matched states, reflecting that the transport and land use of the

station is in line with the expectation. The station area is oriented

as one of the main centers of Tianfu New Area, the result of the

NPS model shows that the planning meets the preliminary

positioning. However, this area may face some problems like

mixed traffic and traffic congestion in the future because its high

accessibility index indicates that the block division scale is very

small, and the land-use intensity related to population capacity is

very high. This catchment area can be considered for the

construction of underground passages to divert foot traffic, or

for increasing the proportion of public transfer transportation to

reduce the number of private cars.

Cluster 2 (type P+) is the overloaded place, where land use

performance exceeds system support. One representative station

of this type isWugensong (N = 0.42, p = 0.62, S = 0.14) (Figures 9,

10), here, there is land for the subway operation company and

several large-scale old residential areas with high intensity in the

catchment area. Although it shows good performance on

centrality, its proportion of core plots of land is very low. In

addition, the distance from this station to the recent CBD is

approximately 1.2 km, so it also makes sense for it to act as an

ancillary area. However, the Xinchuan Road Station of Line 6 is

significantly closer to the CBD, so the follow-up development of

Wugensong relies too much on the overflow population of the

FIGURE 9
Typical Case Analysis (A) values of node, place, and design indexes for each typical case; (B) comparison of indexes of each typical case with
average indexes; (C) road accessibility; (D) land use in the regulatory plan; (E) station design.
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CBD and Xinchuan Road Station, and the development is

relatively passive.

Cluster 3 (type N+) is the overloaded node, which means

that the planned node performance exceeds system support.

Tianfu New Station (N = 0.46, p = 0.10, S = 0.11) (Figures 9, 10

shows such characteristics. Its reserved building area is

sufficient, but its functions in the area are relatively

singular. As a result, this station’s land use development

and system support index are very low. However, even

though we classified it as type N+ only base on the

Chengdu area traffic within the network structure, in

reality, Tianfu New Station serves as the high-speed rail

hub at the inter-city level and should therefore have higher

system support and transport design index.

Cluster 4 (type N + P+) is the overload nodes and places,

indicating that the performance of both traffic and land use

exceeds expectations and that the urban system is unable to

support their development. Qinhuangsi Station (N = 0.59, p =

0.57, S = 0.18) (Figures 9, 10) is one such station. Qinhuangsi

Station is on the fringe of the entire urban metro network, and

not any core plot of land is planned within the catchment

area, leading to a lower degree of system support.

Additionally, its node and place indexes are very high.

This station shows excellent balance in transportation and

land use planning, but it is likely to be short of development

in the future. For this example, planners may want to expand

the size of blocks (reduce the number of intersections), reduce

the intensity of commercial and residential buildings, and

FIGURE 10
Centrality index of all metro stations in Chengdu City and core plot of land of four typical Cases.
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increase the area of ecological green space to improve

environmental quality.

In general, although most of the stations in the Tianfu New

Area are in a balanced state of node and place, more than 80% of

the points are still below the model’s 45-degree line (the best-

expected state) in the NPS model. This reflects, to some extent,

that the planning of most catchment areas in Tianfu New Area

can not be supported enough by the urban system. For this

reason, in a future implementation, the development speed may

be relatively slow, and even after being fully built and put into

use, the value of transport and land use may still be lower than

expected.

Conclusion

This paper is about the predictive evaluation of the potential

development collaboration of metro TOD areas in the new urban

area by applying the extended NPSmodel. Then we conducted an

empirical study in the newly built metro station areas of Tianfu

New District, Chengdu.

Bertolini (Bertolini, 1996) illustrated that there exist dual

performances of transport and land use in the catchment area of

TOD stations, and the two should be in a dynamically balanced

relationship to achieve developmental sustainability. The

traditional NP model can be used to recognize the balance on

the local scale. But for the development of the new urban area, the

inbuilt advantages provided by the conditions of position and

policy, which are not included in the original NP indicators, are

important. Therefore, we extended the classic NP model by

proposing a new concept of system support and introducing it

as a new evaluation dimension aligned with the node and place

dimensions. By comparing the three scores, we can assess the

balance of NP performance and further whether the balanced

relationship can be recognized at the broader urban system level.

This viewpoint was echoed by Vale et al. (Vale et al., 2018) and

Zhang et al. (2019). Based on the multi-sourced data, we apply

the NPS model to the station areas in Tianfu New Area for

evaluation and classification. There are three key findings:

⁃Traffic supply, land use, and system support degree are

considered as a whole in advance in the planning of Tianfu

New Area, and the results of the above three show a positive

correlation.

⁃The stations belong to different metro lines, which results in

different lines generally showing different performances and

fluctuations. Line 18 is a cross-station line of Line 1, the

common stations of Line 18 and 1 show high values both in

node and place aspects, and they are relatively balanced and in

line with expectations of the urban system. Lines 5 and 6,

which run parallel to the north-south axis, have generally

exceeded expectations.

⁃Compare the node index with the place index, most of the

stations are balanced of NP, but after adding the system

support indicator, some balanced stations still have a

mismatch between the system support and NP

performances. And most of the mismatch types are

concentrated in the range of overload node (type N+),

overload place (type P+), and overload node & place (type

N + P+), which reflects that the planning of transport and land

use in Tianfu New Area is generally beyond the support of the

system to some extend.

Our empirical results provide some policy implications. We

suggest policymakers and planners consider the pre-assessment

for the newly planned or built stations in advance with the two-

tier perspective of local and system. The system support score of

the NPS model can be used as a reference for assessing the rank

and orientation of a station. Stations with a high system support

index (such as Tianfu Commercial District and Haichang Road)

could be worthy of attention as potential sub-centers for

encouraging densification, diversification, and accessibility to

increase transport and land use efficiency to accommodate

urban growth. On the contrary, the stations with a low system

support index could be reduced investment. In addition, the

unbalanced or mismatched stations are needed to pay attention

to. Firstly, modify the dynamic coordination of the NP

performance according to the important reference provided by

the system support. For instance, Lujiao is an unbalanced-place

station, it is suggested to reduce densification and diversification

because the place index exceeds the system support index.

Secondly, comparing the NP and system support index and

estimating whether the balanced NP performance can be

recognized by system support. Some stations, such as stations

in Cluster 2(N+), Cluster 3(P+), and Cluster 4(N + P+), did not

get sufficient system support. Maybe it is easier to achieve the

ideal balance in the future by appropriately reducing the

development expected in the planning scheme.

However, there is still room for improvement. First, our

evaluation is based on inner-city traffic, but the performance of

some stations which involve inter-city transport cannot be

objectively assessed. Referring to the greater London area

studied by Zhang et al. (2019), we can expand the study area

to the greater Chengdu area in subsequent research. Second, the

centricity index calculation is based on the entire urban metro

network structure, which is a part of the system support.

However, experience shows that the range of people’s daily

activities no longer expands when the urban expansion

reaches a certain extent. For example, people tend to work

and shop daily nearby rather than somewhere too far from

their homes, so the boundaries of the study area should also

be redefined in terms of the majority of people’s activity areas.

Therefore, a variety of scopes of perspective and novel evaluation

indicators are recommended for subsequent research.
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